HOUSE AND GROUNDS SPRING CLEAN-UP TASKS
APRIL 21, 2018 WORK PARTY
Ø Windows inside, need a leader Jill Sydneysmith plus [2] others.
Ø Windows outside and deck & stairs scrubbing leader Jeremy Milsom plus [1] other
Ø Upper shed upper/lower clean up. Leader to be Phil Sigmund ; plus up to [6] more members.
Tasks require vacuum, brooms, rags, window cleaner of some type, upper floor requires
peppermint oils spotting for rat deterrent. Do a quick clean up of new upper bed.
Ø Landscape weeding brigade, leader Betty Hunter; plus [12] other members. Task requires light
plastic bags, racks, shovels, gloves and wheel barrows. For weeds only we can dump to the
north ravine area , for horsetails we should bag & remove from club area.
Ø Winter damaged plants, pruning & pampas grass cleaning, leader Betty Hunter, plus up to [4]
other members. Debris to be collected and put into one of the member pick-up trucks for
disposal at Burnside. Trucks by Ben Greenhough &/or Ben Sutton
Ø Chris Cheeseman has [2] gutter siphons that need to be installed at the rear of the upper shed.
Require 2 members and one ladder to complete the task
Ø Ditch clean-out & trimming by weed-eaters. This task also to cover off drain cleaning. Leader
Roy Marlatt plus [4] others. Job requires [2] gas powered weed-eaters, 1-2 shovels, plastic
bags.
Ø Cut-back of bushes & shrubs along Douglas Road, lead Mark Farrow. This task will need [45] volunteers to help remove tree limbs etc.
Ø Repair crack in basement foundation with brass wool and foam. The crack is located behind the
refrigerator and can use [1-2 volunteers]
Ø Clean mold & mildew from underneath the decking of club house. Need a leader to prepare
cleaning with Club supplied “Concrobium”, a mold killer. Expect the task to use [2] members
c/w leader.
Ø Re-install the extinguisher onto the lower shed wall. It will then be far enough away from the
electrical shed. This is a 1 person task.

